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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Book of Automated Raffles ($BOAR) represents a digital currency within the A Few Bad
Newbies (AFBN) ecosystem, designed to enhance user interactions in a unified platform
experience.

1.2 Objectives

$BOAR aims to deliver a secure, efficient, and community-driven cryptocurrency, fostering
decentralization and innovation.

2. Token Overview

2.1 Token Name

Book of Automated Raffles

2.2 Token Symbol

$BOAR

2.3 Total Supply

The total supply of $BOAR is capped at 100,000,000 tokens, ensuring scarcity and value
retention.

3. Technology

3.1 Blockchain

Book of Automated Raffles operates on the Solana blockchain, leveraging its robustness and
security.

3.2 Solana Consensus Algorithm

Utilizing Solana's consensus algorithms ensures network integrity and decentralization.

4. Token Distribution

4.1 Initial Distribution



Token distribution follows a fair and broad approach, promoting widespread ownership.

5. Utility and Functionality

5.1 Transaction Medium

$BOAR serves as a secure and efficient medium for transactions within the AFBN ecosystem.
The ecosystem includes…

5.2 Merchandise Shop

Book of Automated Raffles acts as a currency to purchase items from the full merchandise shop
consisting of 250+ products, from baby apparel to hats with everything in between.

5.3 CryptoGuard Insurance

$BOAR Tokens can be used to purchase any tier of CryptoGuard Insurance, providing added
security and safety net for investors.

5.4 Advertising & Promotion Packages

Users can leverage $BOAR for various advertising and promotion package purchase options
within the A Few Bad Newbies ecosystem, boosting visibility and engagement through X
Philanthropy.

5.5 IERC20 SmartContract Crypto Creation

$BOAR facilitates the creation of IERC20 "EVM" SmartContracts when purchased with $BOAR,
adding versatility to its use cases.

5.6 Online Educational Portal

$BOAR grants access via crypto payment to an online educational portal, enhancing the
learning experience for users through courses purchased.

5.7 Upcoming Decentralized Online Casino Currency

Book of Automated Raffles is the designated currency for an upcoming decentralized online
casino within the AFBN ecosystem.

5.8 Upcoming MMORPG in-game Currency



The $BOAR token will serve as the in-game currency for an upcoming MMORPG, providing a
seamless gaming experience.

6. Tokenomics

6.1 Staking through Aggregators (e.g., Meteora)

Staking opportunities are available through third-party aggregators like Meteora, providing
additional incentives for token holders.

7. Token Talk

7.1 Detailed Taxation Explanation

$BOAR Token invokes a 1% buy tax and 3% sell/swap tax that ensures transparency in
transactional processes. Additionally, portions of the buy tax contribute to random buy-back and
burn events, enhancing ecosystem stability.

7.2 Use as a Currency

Book of Automated Raffles acts as a currency to buy items, enhancing user engagement and
fostering a thriving ecosystem.

7.3 Raffle System

7.3.1 How it Works

The automated raffle system operates based on user transactions, accumulating eligibility for
periodic raffles.

7.3.2 Eligibility Criteria

Investors purchase exactly $5, $25, $150, or $500 worth of $BOAR Tokens four times in 24
hours to be eligible for the raffle.

7.3.3Winner Selection

Raffle winners are drawn as soon as the maximum of 150 contestants is reached.

7.3.4 Raffle Payouts

50% of each $5, $25, $150, or $500 investment gets vested until the raffle winner is picked,
while the remaining 50% goes to the investor as usual. The winner receives all vested tokens
once selected.



7.3.5 Additional Raffle Details

- One entry per wallet per raffle.
- If an investor pays $5, $25, $150, or $500 once, twice, or three times in 24 hours without
completing the fourth to qualify, the vested tokens will be returned to the investor once the
24-hour window closes.
- If an investor invests $5, $25, $150, or $500 more than four times in 24 hours, each
transaction after qualifying for the raffle acts as a normal investment.
- Once the winner is automatically paid $2,500, $12,500, $75,000, or $250,000 in token value
from the accumulated vested entry fees, the contestant list is cleared, and a new raffle begins.

8. Ecosystem Explanation

Explore the seamless and unified A Few Bad Newbies ecosystem, where Book of Automated
Raffles serves as the core digital currency, providing a holistic user experience.

9. Roadmap

9.1 Launch DeFi Wallet & Swap Service (with a maximum of 3 months delay): Within 3
months, development of our own Swap & DeFi Wallet compatible with EVM chains, Bitcoin,
AVAX, TRON, and Solana will be completed. 0.05% of all transactions will be used for buy
random buy back and burns of $BOAR.

10. Conclusion

Book of Automated Raffles ($BOAR) stands as a versatile and functional digital currency,
aligning with A Few Bad Newbies' vision to transform entertainment, gaming, and business
interactions. Join us on this exciting journey as we pioneer innovation within the AFBN
ecosystem.

Disclaimer: Book of Automated Raffles ($BOAR) is a digital currency designed for use within
the AFBN ecosystem. There is no promise of profits, and A Few Bad Newbies is not liable for
loss of profits, lost or stolen tokens, lost, stolen, or hacked wallets, or other issues outside of A
Few Bad Newbies' control. Once the token achieves self-sustainability, the smart contract will be
renounced. The Liquidity Pool will be locked indefinitely upon pairing. Users are encouraged to
exercise caution and conduct thorough research before participating in any Web3 journey.


